
CHAPTER EVENT

Quick Start Package!

Season: Summer

Theme: “Summer Cookout & Cool Off Party!”

Meta Theme:  “What is gratitude but a powerful camera obscura, 
a thing focusing light where love, memory, and all 
within the human heart is present to manifest light.”  
      – My 164:10
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Pre Game

CheCklist

PRE GAME
¨	Prayer

¨	Determine event budget

¨	Reserve date & location

¨	Delegate event helpers 
(RSVP contact, carpool 
contact, event day helpers/
chaperones, practitioner)

¨	Advertise 
(email flyer, share at churches, 
social media, in person, 
phone calls, post on DB 
website calendar)

GAME DAY
¨	Event Prep  

(helpers/chaperones arrive, 
food, welcome table)

¨	Check-In  
(sign “Photo & Testimony 
Release,” collect fee, 
sign permission forms if 
necessary)

¨	Games & Inspiration

¨	Event Wrap-Up  
(debrief, reflection, 
gratitude)

POST GAME
¨	Follow up thank you 

message to entire 
chapter (even those not 
in attendance) - include 
directions on how to 
upload photos to DB 
online photo gallery

¨	Complete event report 
for chapter credits!

email template

Subject line: 

(Sample) DB Summer Cookout & Cool Off Party! 

Email:

Mark your calendars for the DiscoveryBound ____ Chapter “Summer Cookout and 
Cool Off” event! Join us at _____ (location) at ___ (time), on ____ (date), for an 
afternoon of grilling, playing water games (insert games here), and sharing summer 
stories and inspiration! Our metaphysical theme for the event is _____. Everyone is 
invited! Share this with your church and bring your family and friends, and make new 
ones!  Refer to the attached flyer for more details, including where and when to RSVP. 

how to post on our FB page

See the “How to Advertise on DB’s Facebook Page” and “Facebook Guidelines for 
Chapter Workers” documents in the Appendix or watch the How To” video:  
https://vimeo.com/65331376

Flyer template

Fill in the template on the next page and print it out to share.



Game Day

game & aCtivity ideas

1. The Big Wind Blows: 

• Have the group stand in a circle, with each person’s spot marked by a backpack, 
shoe or other object.

• Remove one object and have that person stand in the center.

• The center person says “the big wind blows, if... (Something true about him/
herself ).”(i.e. the big wind blows if someone like to listen to country music….)

• If that statement is also true about people on the outside, the outside people rush 
to find a new spot in the circle.

• Meanwhile the center person will also try to find a spot in the circle.

• Whoever, ends up without a spot is the new center.

• Variation – Have everyone run into center and give high fives and then find a spot.

2. Face to Face

• Have participants find partners and stand back to back

• When ‘Face to Face’ is called out each person finds a new partner and they begin 
discussing the question that is asked (i.e. What are you looking forward to this 
summer? What about this weekend? Have you ever flown coast to coast before? 
What’s been your favorite DB activity so far?)

• When ‘Back to Back’ is called out the duo turn and place their backs together. It’s 
amazing how the talking will stop as soon as people are not facing one another!

• Then ‘Front to Front’, each person finds a new partner and begins a new 
discussion.

3. Tarp Name Game

• Divide the group in half.

• Two volunteers hold the tarp vertically between the two groups.

• Each group chooses one person to stand in front of the tarp.

• The volunteers then lower the tarp rapidly.

• The first person to yell out the other person’s name, wins that round.

• The loser of the round goes to the other team.

• The team with the most players at the end wins.

4. Beach Volleyball/football/Frisbee



5. Easy activities in and on the water: 

• Balancing Act: Swim across the pool with an egg balancing on a spoon. If the egg 
falls, the swimmer must retrieve it and continue. 

• Brick Layer: Dive to the bottom of the pool and retrieve a brick. 

• Anchors Up: Swim across the pool with a balloon or beach ball tied to one ankle. 

• All Tied Up: Two people have one ankle tied together and must swim in tandem 
across the pool. 

• Dinghy Escape: Sit in an inner tube and hand-paddle backward across the pool. 

• Sailing, jet skiing, speed boating, floating, kayaking, volleyball

6. Easy activities off the water: 

• Water balloon fight

• Slip-n-slide

• Baby pool

• Mist system

7. Water Balloon Squat Relay: 

• Two or more teams line up. They pick up a water balloon and run to the finish line. 
There they sit on the water balloon and pop it then they run back to the starting 
line and the next person goes. If their water balloon pops before they reach the 
finish line, they must go back and get another. First team done wins!

8. Whatever floats your boat race: 

• Have participants build their own miniature boat to race. 

9. Group cannonball competition: 

• The participants compete in this competition by doing a cannonball jump into 
the pool. The cannonball jump that makes the biggest splash is the one who wins 
the competition. (Can compete individually or in groups, i.e.: which group gets 
the largest splash?) The splashes are judged by the judges who can be the entire 
audience, or just a few picked out for this special responsibility. Young siblings of 
the players make great judges!

10. Hot Potato Highlights and Gratitude

• Share highlights and gratitude while playing a game of hot potato with a beach ball 
or water balloon. Whoever catches the object gets to be the next person to share. 
If the object drops or pops on you, you get to sing the first line of a hymn. 



11. Jump rope water splash: 

• The object of this water game is to keep as much water in your cup as you can. 
The player who is taking their turn jumps rope while holding on to their cup of 
water, trying not to lose the water in the cup as they jump. They must complete 
10 consecutive jumps. When all of the players are done with 10 jumps, the game 
repeats to 15 jumps, etc. The last player with water in their cup wins.

12. Dolphin relay race: 

• Divide teens into relay teams of 5 or less. Give each team a beach ball. The first 
player races to the other end of the pool pushing their team’s beach ball in front 
of them with their nose or face and cannot touch it with their hands even when 
turning around. The team that has all players finishes the race first, wins.

summer meta theme

“What is gratitude but a powerful camera obscura, a thing focusing light where love, 
memory, and all within the human heart is present to manifest light.” (My 164:10)

inspirational tie-ins

1. Qualities & Nature: For outdoor activities and hikes with groups of any age.Take 
elements in nature  like “rock,” “water,” “river,” “wilderness,” “wildlife,” etc. or a quality 
like “rest,” “fun,” “freedom,” “light,” “exercise” and discuss their spiritual meanings. 
Pick a quality that fits the time of year (beginning of summer, end of summer, etc.) 
Explore some of Mrs. Eddy’s definitions that apply. Nature gives us metaphors for 
what happens in consciousness. This kind of activity makes us look at nature – and our 
thought - in a whole new, spiritual way. Ex: River- Channel of thought. When smooth 
and unobstructed, it typifies the course of truth; but muddy, foaming, and dashing, it is 
a type of error. (SH 593: 14-17)

2. Summer Highlights, Gratitude, & Testimony Sharing: Gather in a group and give folks 
the opportunity to share their highlights from the summer and gratitude or testimonies 
out loud. *Add-on! Share highlights and gratitude while playing a game of hot potato with 
a beach ball or water balloon. Whoever catches the object gets to be the next person 
to share. If the object drops or pops on you, you get to sing the first line of a hymn.

3. Express a quality: Pick a quality to express throughout the event. Share at the end 
of the event how you expressed the quality. *Add-on! Get crafty: draw a tree on a 



poster board and pass out sticky notes at the beginning of the event. Have participants 
write the quality they want to express on their sticky note and post it on the tree (as 
a leaf). Or have participants stamp their thumb in an ink pad and press it as a “leaf” on 
the tree-write the quality they want to express on their thumb print). 

waivers – photo/testimony release 
Don’t forget to have the participants sign a Photo and Testimony Release if needed. 
Waivers for both youth and adults can be found in the Appendix.

If your venue requires a special waiver or permission slip, make sure to have participants 
complete them upon arrival or prior to the event.

Post Game

set up online event photo gallery

Go to:  www.smugmug.com

• Login: audbcommunity@discoverybound.org

• Password: audb_photos!

• Mouse over the tab at the top that says “DB Gallery” then click “home page” 

• Click on the link at the top right that says “Legacy SmugMug”

• Click on the link titled: DB Chapters and then select your chapter name

• Click on the “upload” tab and select “new gallery”

• Gallery Name: Type in event name (DB Cookout & Cool Off!) 

• Click Save at the bottom right

• Begin uploading photos by dragging and dropping photos into the box or selecting the 
“browse button”

• When you are finished: click “I’m done uploading” at the bottom right

• You can then share this link with your chapter so they can view photos (copy and 
paste link from browser), or if you’d like them to upload photos to the album as well--
share the instructions with your participants as listed below in the follow up email. 



thank you email to partiCipants & helpers

Subject line: 

(Sample) Thanks for Grilling & Chilling with Us!

Email: 

Dear ____ Chapter Friends and Supporters! 

Thank you so much for joining us at our Cook Out and Cool Off Party on ___ (date)! 
We were so glad you could join us and participate in all of the fun! Some of our favorite 
parts included, ____, _____, and _____.  We wanted to share with you some photos 
from the event and can’t wait to see your photos from all of the excitement as well! 
(See below signature for link to photos and how to post your own photos on DB’s 
Smugmug account.) If you’d like to share any inspiration or gratitude from the event, 
please feel free to message us anytime. Also, if you would like to help support the 
chapter with an upcoming event or know of anyone who would like to be added to our 
distribution list, don’t hesitate to contact us. 

(Close with an idea from the metaphysical theme or inspirational sharing)

Lovingly, 

____ (name)
____ Chapter 

How to view and add photos to DB’s online gallery: 
• Go to:  www.smugmug.com
• Login: audbcommunity@discoverybound.org
• Password: audb_photos!
• Scroll over the tab at the top that says “DB Gallery” then click “home page” 
• Click on the link at the top right that says “Legacy smugmug”
• Click on the link titled: DB Chapters and then select our chapter name
• Click on the event titled: DB Cookout & Cool Off
• Click on the tab titled “upload” and choose to upload “to this gallery”

event report reminder 
Remember, by completing an event report (link below), your chapter receives a $50 credit 
towards DB’s regional/national events. We LOVE hearing about your event in detail! 

http://www.discoverybound.org/page.aspx?pid=914 
(Under “Post Event Checklist” click on the “Event Report” link)



Appendix



DB	  Chapters:	  How	  to	  advertise	  on	  DB’s	  Facebook	  Page!	  (2	  pages)	  

Getting	  Started:	  Contact	  your	  DB	  Regional	  Manager	  to	  let	  them	  know	  your	  
chapter	  is	  interested	  in	  advertising	  events	  on	  DB’s	  Facebook	  page.	  DB	  will	  assign	  1	  
contact	  from	  your	  chapter	  “admin	  status”	  on	  our	  Facebook	  page.	  This	  status	  is	  
specifically	  to	  advertise	  events	  for	  your	  chapter.	  Admin	  status	  can	  be	  revoked	  at	  
any	  time	  if	  used	  improperly	  or	  for	  other	  purposes.	  All	  posts	  should	  be	  DB	  
appropriate.	  Be	  sure	  to	  read	  DB’s	  guidelines	  before	  posting	  on	  our	  page.	  	  

1. DiscoveryBound	  Facebook	  Fan	  Page:	  www.facebook.com/DiscoveryBound	  
2. Click	  on	  the	  empty	  text	  box	  where	  it	  says,	  “What’s	  on	  your	  mind?”	  	  
3. Type	  in	  the	  details	  about	  your	  event!	  Who,	  What,	  When,	  Where	  (1-‐2	  posts	  

MAX	  per	  event).	  	  
4. Add	  a	  relevant/appropriate	  photo	  by	  clicking	  on	  the	  “photo/video”	  button	  

and	  then	  downloading	  a	  photo	  from	  your	  computer	  
5. Before	  clicking	  “POST,”	  select	  the	  right	  audience!!	  	  
6. Click	  on	  the	  down	  arrow	  next	  to	  the	  word	  “Public”	  	  
7. Select	  “Location/Language”	  
8. Location:	  “United	  States”	  
9. Select	  the	  bullet	  point:	  “by	  city”	  	  
10. Enter	  the	  names	  of	  the	  surrounding	  cities	  where	  you	  would	  like	  to	  promote	  

the	  event!	  (Ie:	  Stay	  within	  your	  immediate	  region	  when	  posting	  about	  local	  
events.	  If	  your	  event	  is	  larger,	  feel	  free	  to	  include	  surrounding	  states.	  If	  
you’d	  like	  to	  share	  your	  event/idea	  with	  the	  entire	  country,	  you	  may	  chose	  
to	  target	  your	  audience	  to	  the	  entire	  U.S	  a	  maximum	  of	  one	  time	  per	  event)	  

11. Do	  not	  edit	  the	  language	  tab	  unless	  you	  need	  to	  advertise	  an	  event	  in	  a	  
language	  other	  than	  English.	  

12. Select	  “Gate	  Post”	  	  
13. You	  will	  now	  see	  the	  DB	  Fan	  page	  with	  your	  comment	  ready	  to	  go	  and	  next	  

to	  “POST”	  it	  should	  say,	  “Custom.”	  	  
14. Click	  POST	  
15. Your	  comment	  and	  photo/video	  will	  now	  be	  listed	  on	  DB’s	  fan	  page	  for	  all	  

audiences	  in	  the	  surrounding	  region	  you	  selected	  to	  see!	  	  



16. Log	  out	  of	  DB	  Admin	  Status!	  (Click	  flower	  at	  top	  right	  corner	  of	  screen	  and	  
then	  click	  on	  your	  name)	  	  

• You	  have	  properly	  logged	  out	  if	  your	  profile	  thumbnail	  photo	  is	  now	  
displayed	  next	  to	  your	  name.	  	  

• You	  have	  not	  properly	  logged	  out	  if	  DB’s	  logo	  thumbnail	  still	  shows	  
next	  to	  your	  name.	  You	  should	  log	  out	  before	  continuing	  on	  
Facebook.	  See	  DB	  Facebook	  video	  tutorial	  for	  clarification	  if	  needed.	  	  

• In	  order	  to	  return	  to	  DB’s	  Facebook	  page,	  as	  yourself	  (not	  a	  DB	  
admin),	  just	  type	  in	  “DiscoveryBound”	  at	  the	  top	  search	  bar.	  When	  
you	  comment	  or	  like	  something	  on	  DB’s	  Facebook	  page	  at	  this	  point,	  
it	  should	  show	  up	  as	  a	  comment	  from	  you,	  not	  DB.	  	  

	  

	  



Goal
Give	  chapters	  a	  simplified	  method	  to	  advertise	  events	  while	  gaining	  synergy	  and	  marketing	  presence	  
on	  DB's	  FB	  page

Settings

1	  FB	  admin	  status	  per	  chapter.	  Should	  not	  be	  shared	  with	  others.	  If	  individual	  stops	  being	  active	  with	  
DB	  chapter,	  they	  should	  inform	  DB.	  DB	  will	  remove	  their	  admin	  status	  and	  give	  to	  another	  chapter	  
worker.	  

Post	  Quantity
A	  maximum	  of	  2	  relevant	  and	  DB	  appropriate	  posts	  per	  event	  (before	  and/or	  after).	  Links,	  photos,	  
and	  videos	  can	  be	  included	  so	  long	  as	  they	  are	  relevant	  and	  within	  DB	  standards.	  

Post	  Audience

Local	  Events:	  Post	  to	  surrounding/nearby	  cities.	  Chapter-‐run	  regional	  events:	  post	  to	  surrounding	  
states.	  Chapters	  can	  target	  the	  event	  audience	  to	  the	  entire	  country,	  ie:	  "United	  States,"	  if	  they	  have	  
an	  event	  or	  idea	  they'd	  like	  to	  share	  with	  all	  DB	  Facebook	  fans.	  (This	  should	  occur	  no	  more	  than	  1x	  
per	  event).	  

Conversation	  monitor

Whoever	  posts	  the	  topic	  or	  event	  must	  track	  conversation	  accordingly	  and	  respond	  as	  necessary	  (if	  
questions	  asked	  etc).	  Monitor	  should	  notify	  Regional	  Manager	  immediately	  if	  conversation	  becomes	  
innapropriate	  or	  is	  misrepresenting	  the	  organization	  

Groups

To	  better	  maintain	  a	  simplified	  system	  for	  chapters,	  including	  a	  sense	  of	  direction	  and	  DB	  marketing	  
presence,	  DB	  prefers	  that	  chapters	  advertise	  their	  events	  through	  flyers,	  our	  DB	  Facebook	  page,	  our	  
photo	  gallery	  on	  Smugmug,	  and	  our	  DB	  website	  event	  calendar.	  Facebook	  "groups"	  are	  not	  
preferred,	  unless	  requested	  by	  a	  chapter	  that	  is	  active,	  has	  a	  minimum	  of	  15	  members,	  and	  will	  
utilize	  the	  FB	  group	  on	  a	  quarterly	  basis	  or	  more.

FB-‐Priviledges	  Withdrawn

DB	  chapter	  groups	  or	  admin	  status	  may	  be	  eliminated	  from	  individual's	  at	  any	  time	  for	  inappropriate	  
conversations,	  misrepresentation	  of	  the	  organization,	  or	  for	  not	  following	  DB’s	  Facebook	  posting	  
guidelines.

DB	  Chapter	  Event	  Promotions-‐Facebook	  Guidelines



 

 
 

DiscoveryBoundDiscoveryBoundDiscoveryBoundDiscoveryBound Permission Slip Permission Slip Permission Slip Permission Slip     
                 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(event)    
                  ______________              ______________              ______________              __________________________________________________________________________________________________________(dates)                                                    
    
This form must be filled out and returned with $_____ to ensure your place for_____________(event).     
 
Please make checks payable to ________________ and send to _________________________________. 
 
Name____________________________________Grade_______Phone____________Church__________ 
                                                                       
Address_______________________________City___________   Zip_________________Age__________ 
 
Email _____________________________Parents’ Names__________________________   Gender_____ 
 
        

Parental Permission tParental Permission tParental Permission tParental Permission to Attend Activityo Attend Activityo Attend Activityo Attend Activity 
 
I give permission for_____________________to attend the DiscoveryBound _____________________(event).  
I understand that the weekend will include_____________________________________________________and 
possible other activities.  I understand that transportation will be provided by volunteer adult drivers (21 or 
older) and I hereby give my child or ward permission to ride with such drivers. 
 
In the event of an emergency, I hereby direct the DiscoveryBound authorities or its agents to: 
 
___SEEK CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TREATMENT FROM A CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PRACTIONER LISTED IN THE 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE JOURNAL.   
 Give name and number of preference. _____________________________________________________ 
 
___SEEK APPROPRIATE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. 
 
In either case, DiscoveryBound authorities or its agents will exercise reasonable judgment in administering 
on-the-scene first aid and will notify the parents or guardian at the earliest possible time. 
 
I, ___________________, agree to release, indemnify and hold harmless DiscoveryBound, its staff and 
volunteer workers from any and all claims of liability or any injury or damage to any person or property 
whatsoever occurring in connection with the DiscoveryBound activities.   
 
_______________________________________________________ 
Signature of parent or guardian 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
Address (if different from above)  
 
Phone number where you can be reached during this activity or other numbers we may contact in case of 
emergency. 
 
NAME_________________________________  PHONE _____________________________ 
 
Alternate name and phone number to contact if I am unavailable. 
 
NAME_________________________________  PHONE _____________________________ 



	  	  
	  

DiscoveryBound	  Adult	  Participant	  Event	  Waiver	  
	  

	  
PHOTO/TESTIMONY	  RELEASE	  
Unless	   otherwise	   notified,	   DiscoveryBound	   reserves	   the	   right	   to	   use	   photos,	   video	  
footage,	   and/or	   fruitage	   of	   participants	   from	   this	   event	   in	   DiscoveryBound	   and	  
Adventure	  Unlimited	  publications	  or	  web	  pages.	  Our	  policy	  is	  not	  to	  disclose	  the	  full	  
name	  of	  participants.	  	  
	   Please	  initial	  here	  ________	  
	  
THE	  UNDERSIGNED	  AGREES	  TO	  FULLY	  ABIDE	  BY	  THE	  TERMS	  OF	  ADMISSION	  AND	  
THE	   POLICIES	   AS	   SET	   FORTH	   BELOW.	   In	   signing	   this	   waiver,	   I	   acknowledge	   my	  
understanding	   of	   the	   following	   points	   and	   agree	   to	   cooperate	   fully	   with	   each	   one	  
during	  the	  event.	  	  

1. A	   participant	   who	   is	   a	   Christian	   Scientist	   will	   do	   his/her	   best	   to	   live	   and	  
demonstrate	  Christian	  Science	  and	  to	  rely	  on	  Christian	  Science	  healing	  in	  the	  
event	  of	  a	  physical	  or	  mental	  need	  while	  at	  the	  event.	  	  

2. The	   standard	   conduct	   of	   DiscoveryBound	   events	   specifically	   includes	  
refraining	  from	  the	  use	  or	  possession	  of	  tobacco	  products,	  alcoholic	  beverages,	  
drugs	   of	   all	   kinds,	   and	   gambling.	   Participants	   will	   also	   refrain	   from	   sexual	  
activity	  outside	  of	  marriage.	  	  

3. DiscoveryBound	   events	   are	   designed	   as	   group	   experiences.	   Participants	  will	  
do	  their	  best	  to	  not	  embarrass	  or	  exclude	  others	  in	  the	  group.	  	  

4. Participants	  can	  be	  dismissed	  from	  the	  event	  at	  any	  time	  for	  not	  following	  DB	  
policies.	  Such	  dismissal	  will	  be	  without	  refund.	  	  

	  
ACKNOWLEDGMENT	  OF	  RISK	  
I	  release	  and	  waive	  any	  claim	  of	   liability	  against	  Adventure	  Unlimited/DiscoveryBound	  and	  
it’s	   staff/volunteers	   with	   respect	   to	   any	   injuries,	   illness,	   or	   death	   occurring	   from	   event	  
activities.	  I	  agree	  to	  indemnify	  and	  hold	  harmless	  Adventure	  Unlimited/DiscoveryBound	  and	  
it’s	  staff/volunteers	  with	  respect	  to	  any	  claim	  asserted	  by	  or	  on	  behalf	  of	  myself	  as	  a	  result	  of	  
any	  such	  harm.	  	  
	  
	  
Participant	  Signature:	  ________________________________________	  	  	  Date:	  _____________________	  
	  
Participant	  Printed	  Name:	  	  _________________________________________________________________	  	  
	  

Emergency	  Contact	  name:	  	  __________________________________________________________________	  	  

Phone	  Number	  to	  reach	  contact:	  	  ___________________________________________________________	  

Relationship:	  _________________________________________________________________________________	  
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Activity Activity Activity Activity Name: _______________________________________ Name: _______________________________________ Name: _______________________________________ Name: _______________________________________     Date: _______________________Date: _______________________Date: _______________________Date: _______________________    
 
  
Unless otherwise notified, we reserve the right to use photos, video footage, and/or fruitage of 
participants from this program in DiscoveryBound and A/U publications or web pages.  Our 
policy is not to disclose the full name of participants whose photos, video footage, and/or fruitage 
appear in these publications or web pages unless specifically authorized by the parents. 
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